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To allilwhom‘z't may concern .'
-Be-it known thatI, Leo ROSENMAN, a citi

The presser foot A of the sewing machine
is provided with two spaced openings A’

Zen of the United ‘States, and aresident of and A2 for the passage of the needles B, B’
the city of New York. borough of Manhat of the sewing machine. used for producing
tan, in the county and State of New York, two rows of Stitches C’ and C2 on a strip C
have invented a new and Im roved Sewing of. fabric material to be sewed ontoa body
, . Machine Attachment, of which the follow

fabric C3 with a view to form a stay pocket,

ing is a full, clear, and exact description.
as indicated in Figs. 4 and 12. The strip 0
The‘ invention relates to sewing machines passes through a scroll D for doubling up or
10 having two needles for making two parallel turningunder the side edges of the strip for. 65
_' rows of stitches, and used,"'for instance, for the two rows of stitches C’, G2 to engage the
'9 sewing a strip of fabric material onto a doubled-up side portions and sew the same
body‘ fabric with a view to form a stay to the body 03..’ The scroll D is attached to
>. pocket, suchas shown and described in the an arm D’ fulcrumed at D2 on a scroll car
application for Letters Patent of the United rier A3 forming an integral part . of the 70
States, No. 709,533,. ?led .by me on July. 15, presser foot A and extending upwardly and .
i _

1912;

" The object of the invention is to‘ provide
a new and improved sewing ‘machine at

20 tachment for moving a portion of the pocket

forwardly in‘ an‘ inclined direction so that
the operator can readily. pass the,§strip, C ' ’

through the entrance end of the. scroll D,

the delivery end of which is adjacent,v to the .
strip to one side so that the corresponding needle openings A’ and A2 and normally

needle misses the said strip portion with a in alinement therewith,v so _ that the two
view to provide a side entrance tothe pocket needles produce two rows of stitches, G’ and
for the insertion or removal of a stay.
C2. When it is desired to form an entrance?

25

For the purpose mentioned use is made of opening C‘ to the stay pocket then thescroll so
a movable scroll or a guide for the fabric D is shifted to one side (see Fig. 6) sothat
strip, and actuating means for periodically the delivery end of the scroll is out of aline-.. '
shifting the said scroll to more a portion of ment withthe aperture A’ and consequently
the strip out of ‘the path of one of the the needle B misses the strip 0 but keeps on
needles.

‘

v

sewing on the body C3 until the scroll‘ vDv re

A practical embodiment of the invention turns to normal position, after ,which . the
is represented in the accompanying draw two rows of stitches are~_,continued on the
' ings forming a part of this specl?cation, in strip C to fasten the latter to the body C8.
which similar'charactersv of reference indi
cate corresponding parts in all the views.
Figure 1 is a perspective‘view of theat
tachment as applied to a. sewing machine
having two needles; Fig. 2 is an enlarged

The portion missed by the needle B on the
strip C ‘is not sewed to the body C3 and

85

90' '

forms an entrance opening for. the stay.v

The arm‘ D'is pulled by a spring E held on
a bracket A‘ attached to the. scroll carrier
face view of the coupling used for actuating A3, and on the bracket Afis mounted a screw
v40 the scroll;‘Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the F’ on which screws a stop F forlimiting the
same, parts being in section; Fig. 4 is a rear swinging movement of the arm D’ in the
’ ' pers ective view of the attachment as ap

_ plie ; Fig. 5 is a rear elevation of the same;

Fig. 6 is a front face viewiof the attachment
45' with the scroll in shifted position; Fig- 7 is
an enlarged cross section of the same; Fig. 8
_~is a perspective view of‘ the scroll; Fig. 9

direction ofthe pull of the spring E. A set
screw F2 screwing in the carrier A.3_forms v
a stop for one side of the scroll D was to '

limit the sidewlse swinging movement there. 100
of, as will be readily understoodby refer- _.

ence to Fig. 6. Thus from the foregoing it

is a‘similar view of’the arm carrying the will be seen that the stop F limits thGfSWlIlge scroll; Fig. 10 is a' sectional lan view' of ing movement of the scroll Din one direc-'
50 part of the attachment on the line 10f—10 of tion and the set screw F2 limits the swinging 105
. Fig. 5; Fig. 11 is an enlarged cross section movement '- of the scroll'D in the opposite

of part of ‘the shifting mechanism .on the
line 11—11 of Fig. 3; and Fig. 12 is a face ' The back of the scroll!) is provided with
view of a portion of the pocket showing the a rearwardly-extending.lugD3 carrying a
entrancev opening thereof. a
spring tooth l)4 in engagement with the pc
direction.
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ripheral face of a ratchet wheel G mounted the coupling'member J. As the _latter ro
tates with the sewing machine it is evident
rier A3. The ratchet wheel Gis periodically that one of the lugs I4 moves into the path
turned by the use of a spring-pressed pawl of the pin J’ and is carriedaroundby the
G2 fulcrumed on a lever G3 mounted to turn same whereby a rotary 1110131011. is given to 70
loosely on the stud G’ and pressed on by a the ‘coupling member I. During this ro~
to turn on a stud G’ held on the scroll car- .

spring Gr4 to normally hold the lever in an tary motion of the coupling member I a pull

approximately ‘vertical position, as incli

10

is exerted on the ?exible connection H which

cated in Figs. 4 and 6. The lever G3 is pro thus imparts a swinging motion to the left
vided with a slot G5 engaged by a clamping to the lever G", whereby a rotary motion is 75
bolt H2 for adjustably elampin one end H’ given to the ratchet wheel G and‘conse
ofa ?exible connection H to t e said lever

quently the tooth D4 is moved out of its cor

G3.‘ The ?exible connection H is provided responding notch in the ratchet wheel G.
with a spring H3 and extends over a guide The tooth D4 during this movement imparts
15 pulley Hf‘ journaled on the sewing machine a lateral swinging movement to the scroll D
table. The terminal of the ?exible connec to move the latter into the position shown 8.0
tion H is attached to a pin I’ held adjustable in Fig. 6, whereby the delivery end of the
in a radial guideway I2 arranged on one scroll D is moved out of alinement with the
' face of a coupling member I, preferably in aperture A’ and consequently out of aline
20 the form of a wheel.v The pin I’ is secured ment with the needle B, so that the latter 85

25

30

in place in the ideway I’, after the de misses the strip G for the time being.
sired adjustment as been made, by a clamp
The shaft I5 is provided with a lug I7
ing bolt 13. The inner face of the coupling (see Fig. 3) normally engaging a recess K’
member I is provided on each spoke with a in the bracket K, that is, at the’ time that the
projection I‘1 adapted to‘be engaged by a coupling member I is out of engagement
pin J’ projecting from-the outer face of a with the coupling member J, and when the
second or complementary coupling’ member shaft I5 is moved to the right, as previously

J in the form of a pulley and having its explained, than the lug I7 moves out of en
hub J2 journaled in a suitable bracket K gagement with the recess K’ to allow the
attached to the under side of the sewing-ma shaft'I5 and the coupling member I to ro
chine table.
_
'
tate as above explained. Now the operator

90
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_The coupling member I is secured on a after pressing the plate I’2 to the right im
' shaft I5 journaled at one end in the hub J 2

mediately releases the pressure against the

and j ournaled at its other end in the bracket plate I”, but the shaft I5 cannot now return
35 K. Between the coupling members I and J to its outermost position as the lug I7 now
is arranged a spring L to normally hold the abuts againstthe outer face of the bracket

100'

coupling members I and'J out of coupling K, but when the shaft I5 has completeda
engagement. The coupling member J is en revolution and the lug I7 moves in register

' gaged at its peripheral face by a belt N which

with the recess K’ then the spring L shifts
the coupling member I to the left and with 10%
tudinally-extending shaft N2 journaled in it the shaft I5 so that the lug I7 reenters- the

40 passes over a pulley N’ secured on a longi

suitable bearings (not shown), arranged on
45

ner end of the shaft Istis provided with a

55
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recess K’ and further rotation of the cou

the frame of the sewing machine, and on the pling member I ceases,,it being understood
shaft N 2 is secured a pulle N3 connected by that at this time the lug I4 has moved out
a belt N4 with a pulley 5 on‘ the driven of engagement with the pin J’. The several
shaft of the sewing machine, so that when parts are so arranged that the scroll D is ‘110
the sewing machine is running a rotary mo held in the-shifted position shown in Fig. 6
tion is transmitted by the means just men until the desired number of stitches have
tioned to the coupling member J to rotate missed the strip 0 to form an opening for
the same with the sewing machine The in the pocket (see Fig. 12).
‘
.115
It is understood that the coupling member -

head I6 engaged by one end of a shifting I is in its normal dormant position at the
fork O pivotally connected with a trans time the pin I’ is uppermost and during
verse lever P fulcrumed on a bracket _Q at half’of the revolution given to the coupling
tached to the under side of the sewing ma member I, a pull is exerted on the ?exible
chine table. The lever P is guided in a connection H to impart a swinging motion
guideway Q’ and is provided at its forward to the lever G3 as described, to shift the
end with a depending armP’“ on which is scroll D to one side, but during the remain
adjustably secured a plate P2 by a setscrew ing half revolution of the coupling member
P3. The ‘plate 1:‘2 is adapted to be engaged I the pull ‘of the ?exible connection H is r‘e-i

. by the knee of the operator, so'that‘ when leased to allow the lever G3 to return to its
the latter exerts pressure on the plate P2 to normal vertical position by the connection‘
65

ward the right then the shifting fork 0 ex? ‘of the spring G‘. Fromthe, foregoing it
erts a pull on the head I“ of the shaft I5 so will be seen that during the half revolution
as to move the coupling member Itoward , ofthe coupling mi?lllber I the scroll .D. is

120 .
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held in shifted position, that is, during the normally holding the scroll in alinement
time the lever Gr5 turns the ratchet wheel G. with the needle, a tooth on the scroll, a
During this time the tooth D‘? bears on the ratchet wheel having "spaced peripheral
peripheral face of the ratchet \wheel G to notches, the said tooth engaging one of said
hold the scroll D in the shiftedpositio-n, and notches when the scroll is in normal posi-v
when the tooth D4 ?nally snaps into the next tion, and means for turning the ratchet
following notch of the ratchet ‘wheel G then wheel to shift the scroll out of alinement
the scroll D returns to normal position. The with the needle to cause the needle to miss
- lever G? now returns to its normal dormant

15

position with the pawl G2 gliding over the
back of a corresponding tooth of the ratchet
wheel G. The ratchet wheel G is provided
with spacednotches for the engagement of
the‘tooth D4 and the pawl G2, it being un
derstood that during thetime the tooth D4
passes from one end to the other it travels

65
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the fabric strip guided by the scroll,
2. A sewing machine attachment compris
ing a scroll carrier, a scroll pivoted on the
scroll carrier for guiding a fabric strip to a

75

sewing machine needle, means for normally
holding the scroll with its delivery end in
alinement with the needle, a ratchet wheel
mounted to turn, a spring tooth on the back 80

over the peripheral face of the ratchet wheel of said scroll and in engagement with, the
G, to hold the scroll D in the shifted posi peripheral face of said ratchet wheel, and

tion. By the operator shifting the ?exible manually controlled means for turning said ‘
connection H on the lever G3 and shifting ratchet wheel to move the said tooth and
' the pin I’ in the guideway I2 it is possible impart a swinging movement to the scroll
to impart the desired motion to the scroll D to move‘thev delivering end of the scroll out
to accurately time the attachment according of alinement with the needle.
to the number of stitches desired to miss the
3. - A sewing machine attachment, compris

20

85

strip 0' for forming the entrance to the stay ing a presser foot, a scroll carrier carried by
pocket.

I

'

The operation is 'as follows: When the sev
_ eral parts of the attachment are in normal
30

the presser foot, a scroll pivoted on the scroll 90

carrier and having its delivery end adjacent

a sewing machine needle, a pawl and ratchet

position then the free or delivery end of the mechanism for imparting a swinging motion
scroll D is in alinement with both needles B vto the said scroll, and actuating means for
and B’ and the apertures A’ and A2, and actuating the said pawl and ratchet
consequently the two rows of stitches C’ and mechanism.
v C2 are formed for sewing the strip C to the

4. A sewing machine attachment, compris

the scroll D in the usual manner. When the

and having its delivery end adjacent a sew

body C3, the strip C being passed through ing a scroll carrier, a scroll pivoted thereon‘

35

desired point is reached for forming the‘ ing machine needle, a tooth on the scroll, a

10

‘ side opening to the stay pocket, the operator ratchet wheel mounted to turn on the ‘said,

pushes the plate P2 to-the right to move the carrier and engaged by the said tooth, a
coupling member I into coupling engage lever carrying a ‘ pawl engaging the said

40

ment with the continually rotating coupling

ratchet

wheel, - and 1 manually-controlled

member J so that a rotary motion is given actuating‘ means connected with the said 105

to the coupling member I by the. coupling
a member J and a pull is exerted on the ?ex
45

lever to actuate the same.

a

5. A sewing machine attachment, ‘compris

ible connection H to swing the lever G3 to ing a scroll carrier, a scroll movable on the
the left. In doing so the ratchet Wheel G is said carrier and having its deliveryend ad“i
turned, whereby a swinging motion to the jacent a sewing machine needle, a coupling 110
right is given to the scroll D‘ to move the having one member connected with the said

delivery end thereof out of register with the scroll forimparting a swinging motion to
aperture A’ and the needle B, and conse ‘the same, the other coupling member being
quently the latter does not touch the strip C driven from the sewing machine, and‘man
but simply continues a row of stitches on ually-controlled means for moving the ‘said 115
the body C3, as indicated in Fig. 12. After coupling members into engagement.
'
.the desired number of. stitches have missed
6. A sewing machine attachment, com
the strip C the scroll D returns to its nor prising a scroll carrier, a scroll movable on

mal position owing to the tooth D4 dropping the said carrier and having its delivery end‘

into the next notch of the ratchet wheel G adapted to move into or out of alinement
and the pull exerted on the arm D’ by the with a sewing machine needle, a pawl and

60

spring E.
ratchet mechanism for imparting movement
,Having thus described my invention, I to the said scroll, a coupling having two
claim as new and desire to secure by Let coupling members, of which one is connect
ters Patent:
ed with the said pawl and ratchet mecha
1. A sewing machine attachment compris~ nism,,means for driving the other coupling

120

125

‘ing a movable scroll for guiding a fabric, :member from a rotatable part of the sewing '
strip to a sewing machine needle, means for machine, means for normally holding‘ the '

at

1,071,584

said coupling members out of engagement,
and manually-controlled means for moving
the said coupling members into engagement.
7-. A sewing machine attachment, com

the-said screw and adapted to engage the
said arm- to limit the swinging motion of
the said scroll in one direction, and an ad

justable stop for limiting the swinging mo
prising a scroll carrier, a scroll movable on tion of the said scroll in the opposite direc~
the said carrier and having its delivery end tlon.
adapted to move into or out of alinement
11.>A sewing machine attachment, com

15

65

with a sewing machine needle, a pawl and prising a presser foot having an integral
ratchet- mechanism for imparting move- scroll carrier and - provided with spaced 70
ment to the said scroll,‘ a coupling having apertures for two sewing machine needles
two rotary coupling members, an adjustable to pass through, a scroll mounted to swing
pin on one of the coupling members and on the said scroll carrier and having its de
connected with the said pawl and ratchet livery end adjacent to and normally in a1ine-_
mechanism, means for driving the other ment with the said apertures, and means for 75
coupling member from a rotatable part of imparting a swinging motion to the said
the sewing machine, a spring for normally scroll to move the delivery end of the scroll
holding the coupling members out of cou out of alinement with ‘one of the said aper
pling engagement, and manually-controlled tures.
means connected with the ?rst-named cou
12. In a sewing machine attachment, a
pling member for moving the latter into en pivoted scroll for guiding a fabric strip to so_
gagement with the other coupling member. a sewing machine needle, mechanism for im
8. A sewing machine attachment, com parting a swinging motion to the said scroll
prising a scroll carrier, a scroll movable on to shift the same out of alinement with the

the said carrier and having its delivery end needle, a coupling having two coupling
adapted to move into or ‘out of alinement members, a ?exible connection between-one
with‘ a sewing machine needle, a pawl and of said coupling members and'the said mech

3,0

-35

ratchet mechanism for imparting movement anism, the other coupling member being
to the said scroll, a coupling‘ having two driven from the sewing machine, and manu
rotary coupling members, an adjustable pin ally controlled means for moving the said
on one of the coupling members and con coupling members into engagement.
nected with the said pawl and ratchet mech
13. A sewing machine attachment, com~
anism, means for driving the other coupling prising a scroll carrier, a scroll movable on
member from a rotatable part of the sewing the said carrier and having its delivery end
machine, a spring for normally holding the adjacent the sewing machine needles, a
coupling members out of coupling engage ratchet wheel mounted to turn on the said

ment, manually~controlled'means connected

with the ?rst-named coupling member for
moving the latter into engagement with the
other coupling member, and means for hold“
ing the coupling members in engagement
during one revolution.
9. A sewing machine attachment, com

90

95

carrier, means on the scroll for engagement ‘

by the ratchet wheel to move the scroll, a le

vex-‘carrying a pawl engaging the ratchet

wheel, manually controlled actuating means,

100

and a flexible connection between "the said
actuating means and the said lever.

'

14:. In a sewing machine attachment, a
prising a scroll ‘carrier, an arm fulcrumed pivoted scroll for guiding a fabric strip to
on the scroll carrier, a scroll connected with a sewing machine needle, a tooth on the 105

’ said arm, means for imparting a periodical

scroll, a ratchet wheel engaged by the tooth
for shifting the scroll out of alinement with
tached to the scroll carrier, a spring held on the needle, a coupling having two members,
the said bracket and connected with the said means for actuating the ratchet wheel from
arm, and an adjustable stop carried by said one of said coupling members, means for 110
bracket for engaging the said arm to limit driving the other coupling member from the
the‘swinging motion of the said scroll in one driven‘shaft of the sewing machine, and
manually controlled means for moving the
10. A sewing machine attachment, com ?rst mentioned coupling member into en
prising a presser foot, a scroll carrier on the gagement with the other coupling member. 115
presser foot, a scroll having an arm pivoted
In testimony whereof I have signed my
swinging motion to the scroll, a bracket at

direction.

.

'

on the said carrier, means for imparting a

name to this speci?cation in the presence of '

periodical swinging motion to the scroll, a two subscribing witnesses.
bracket attached to the scroll carrier, a
LEO
spring held on the said bracket and connect
Witnesses:
60

ed with thesaid arm, a screw mounted on

said bracket, an adjustable stop screwing on

ROSENMAN.
.

THEO. G. Hos'rna,
PnILIP D‘. ROLLHAUS.

Copies of this patent vmay be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the ‘,‘ Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. G.”

